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Initial Report Final Report Date This Report was prepared:

2

4

 (in acre-feet) utilizing Executive Order N-4-23:

5

 (For Preliminary: Le  

6

POD #1 POD #1

POD #2 POD #2

POD #3 POD #3

POD #4 POD #4

POD #5 POD #5

Please list APNs that could be/were inundated by the intentional flooding activity:

912

TTWD Flood Diversion Reporting Form:
Executive Order N-4-23

Please indicate initial or final report:

Diverter information:

Name: Michaeil York

Email Address: michaeldyork6@aol.com

Entity Name: Vlot Family Farms

Provide an estimate, as of the report's date, of the amount of flood flows diverted

37.0399779 -120.487014

Date diversion commenced (begin): 3/10/23

Date diversion ceased (end): 5/19/23

Please provide locations of all points of diversion (latitude /longitude), associated in  
areas (acres), and associated assessor parcel numbers (APNs).

GPS Coordinates (in decimal degrees)
Latitude Longitude

37.029428 -120.474050

(*Please list additional PODs here as necessary).

20-210-03, 20-150-013, 20-181-02, 20-180-05
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Instructions for submittal:

Prepare an email addressed to: 
Attach this excel file and your map to email and submit.

Dairy Land Certification:  

Please provide an estimate of the maximum area of inundation (acres): 

Attach map showing associated inundation areas. 

any agricultural field where pesticide or fertilizer application has occurred in the prior   
cultivation within the past three years, including grazing lands, annual grasslands, an   
habitats. This limitation does not apply to facilities already constructed for the purpos   
groundwater recharge or managed wetlands. 

Save this report with title of Entity Name (abbreviation ok) and date prepared (e.g. 
MMWD_03252023)

All diverters must answer this question

Please certify that water diverted is not diverted to and not applied to: 
   (please check ALL that apply)

dairy land application areas;

any agricultural field where pesticide or fertilizer application has occurred in the prior  

any area that could cause damage to critical levees, infrastructure, wastewater and d  
water systems, drinking water wells or drinking water supplies, or exacerbate the thr    
and other health and safety concerns;
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